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Population Based Routing in LEO Satellite Networks

Anders Fongen

Norwegian Defence University College (FHS)

Lillehammer, Norway
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Lars Landmark
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Abstract—Packet switching in a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satel-
lite network may calculate the best traffic route through the less
populated areas of the planet, in order to avoid relaying through
the busiest satellites. A number of ideas for route calculation
in a LEO system have been evaluated and the performance
results are presented. This paper reports from ongoing research
on Space Information Networks (SIN) with the purpose to offer
application services in a LEO satellite network to mobile users.
The conclusion is that route calculation based on population
density gives a moderate, but significant improvement in resource
utilization.

Keywords—LEO satellites; space information networks; popula-
tion density; mobile computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The term SIN describes an information system located in

space [1]. The concept is an evolution of satellite networks

as they are known from the 1960s to present day, where

satellites evolve from “radio mirrors” with plain wideband

transponders, towards networks of interconnected satellites

providing connectivity services based on store-and-forwarding

of data packets. This evolution represents an increasing system

complexity in the spacecrafts. It is a reasonable prediction that

future LEO systems will offer application services and even

an Application as a Service (AaaS) platform.

Which advantages can be achieved through the deployment

of a SIN? Two main characteristics of the services distinguish

a SIN from ordinary Internet services:

1) Global coverage for mobile clients,

2) Very low latency.

The round-trip time through a satellite at 500 km altitude

can be as low as 3.3 milliseconds. Low latency will drive new

time sensitive cooperative applications like remote surgery,

autonomous aircrafts, etc., and is also one key property of

5G mobile networks.

The general design framework and a presentation of re-

lated problems and research questions have been previously

presented in [2]. Beside the planned information services

presented in that paper, a packet forwarding service will

always be necessary as a baseline service to applications which

cannot be designed along the guidelines for a SIN information

service.

The chosen approach to the investigation of routing algo-

rithms has included the earth’s population distribution as a

parameter. Satellites flying over densely populated areas of

the earth are assumed to be busy serving requests from surface

clients, and should not be burdened by additional packet relay
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Figure 1. The population number inside the footprint of a satellite during
three subsequent orbits.

tasks. The position, and thus the population density within

the satellite’s footprint can be calculated by anyone at any

time and taken into account for the route calculations. Links

between satellites can be predicted based on their relative

positions so a link discovery protocol and subsequent link

state distribution is unnecessary. The effect of this approach

has been evaluated through simulation in a software model.

The contributions of this paper are the results from a novel

approach to routing optimization in LEO satellite networks,

where the population density serves as a factor in link weight

calculations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In

Section II, the design rationale for the use of population data in

the route calculations is presented. Section III briefly presents

related research, and Sections IV and V describe the soft-

ware based simulation platform and the satellite constellation

chosen for the experiments. Sections VI and VIII present the

evaluation of the three first routing methods and the delay-

tolerant routing method. Section IX presents conclusions and

topics for future research.

II. DESIGN RATIONALE

An important choice in our SIN studies is to include the

earth’s population density into the traffic analysis and resource

planning. In particular for lower altitudes, the satellites will

spend large fractions of their time over inhabited areas, mixed

with shorter intervals of extremely high density. Figure 1

shows the population number inside the footprint of a satellite
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during three subsequent orbits (283 minutes). The orbits cover

different great circles of the planet and, therefore, show

different results. It is likely that the rate of incoming requests

will follow a similar pattern. An appealing idea is to allow idle

satellites to offload busy ones, since neighbouring satellites

in the network can communicate through high speed inter-

satellite links. This approach to resource planning is extending

the traditional design of LEO satellite systems.

A comprehensive model of a LEO system has been modeled

in software and has allowed a wide range of design ideas to

be evaluated for efficiency and resource consumption.

III. RELATED RESEARCH

The term SIN has been used to describe networks of

satellites and high altitude aircrafts (drones, balloons) with

different service levels. Existing satellite networks like Iridium

and Starlink [3] offer only communication services, the latter

on a very large scale and with high bandwidth. A number of

authors have proposed “Cloud Computing in Space” through

the addition of larger satellites with sufficient energy and

computing resources for taking on these tasks [4][5].

The concept of “Cloud Computing in Space ” has strong

relations to “Edge computing” (EC), and there are several

studies on how to solve resource management problems when

EC is applied to a LEO system. Li et al. [6] analyse some of

these problems as well as provide a survey on similar studies.

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) en-

gages in Mobile EC as a service oriented strategy for mobile

network, but, like most other efforts, does not deal with the

problems of frequent hand-over operations of services with a

large state space. Also, none of the mentioned efforts propose

the application of population density data as a parameter for

their resource planning.

The results presented in this paper will not deal with

technical details in the communication technology, but rather

view the SIN as a distributed system. The authors are not

aware of other efforts to investigate routing mechanisms based

on population density.

IV. SOFTWARE MODEL

Based on the design rationale presented in Section II, a

software model, written in Java, is in continuous development

for the purpose of testing different hypotheses related to the

operation of a SIN. With this model, we have studied link

formation, request traffic formation and distribution, cache

performance, routing efficiency, state transfer during handover

etc.

The software model is equipped with population density

data [7] which is used to calculate the population number

within reach of the satellite at a given altitude. The colorized

backdrop in Figure 2 illustrates the population distribution as

seen from 500 km altitude.

Furthermore, the software allows any number of satellites

to have common or individual orbital elements, although a

simplification has been introduced in the current version to

assume that all orbits are circular, not elliptic.

Figure 2. Screenshot from the satellite constellation model

During experimentation with the software model, it has been

possible to establish a constellation with a reasonable number

of satellites, which is able to form a completely connected grid

yet with an altitude low enough to allow for very low latency

and inexpensive and lightweight ground terminals.

V. A CANDIDATE CONSTELLATION FOR STUDY

Satellite networks servicing civilian mobile clients using

handheld equipment tend to operate in LEO. E.g., the orbit

altitude of Iridium satellites is 781 km, which allows for

lightweight ground terminals without the need for antenna

deployment. The inclination of the orbit can be made so steep

that the polar regions are fully covered, or given a lower angle

to spend more time over the densely populated latitudes closer

to the equator.

The choice of orbit altitude determines the diameter of the

footprint, e.g., the circular region of the earth’s surface with

potential connectivity, and also the maximum communication

distance for inter-satellite links and uninterrupted service for

ground terminals. Simply stated, a lower orbit altitude reduces

the design constraints on the ground terminals and provides

higher communication capacity, but increases the cost due to

the higher required number of spacecrafts.

Figure 2 shows a screenshot from the software model,

containing 150 satellites with an orbit inclination of 75 degrees

and an altitude of 500 km. The colors on the backdrop indicate

the population density inside the footprint of a satellite in that

position (contrary to the local density at that exact position).

The population density is considered to be a parameter for the

estimation of the request rate received from ground surface

clients. Other possible parameters, like regional Internet pene-

tration, time of day and day of week may be taken into account

at a later time. Changes in the demographics are assumed to

be slow and are not taken into account.

VI. ROUTING DECISIONS IN A LEO NETWORK

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate different routing

methods. Even though some LEO networks (e.g., Starlink)

route traffic through terrestrial networks, the focus will be

kept on routing through inter-satellite links. The availability

of these links is predictable, as stated in Section I.

Four different algorithms for route calculation have been

evaluated:
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1) Hot potato: Establish the geographical direction (bear-

ing) to the receiver and choose the link with the direction

nearest to this bearing.

2) Unweighted Dijkstra: Use Dijkstra’s shortest path algo-

rithm with all links given the same cost.

3) Weighted Dijkstra: Same as above, but with links given

weight according to the population density within the

receiver’s footprint.

4) Delayed weighted Dijkstra: Same as above, but with an

introduction of a delay to wait for a better route to occur.

The evaluation of the different algorithms was based on

the calculation of the total population number within the

footprints of the satellites along the route. The assumption

is that a smaller value of this number indicates that mostly

idle satellites are involved in the packet forwarding, and

consequently an improved resource utilization.

Although the familiar Dijkstra’s algorithm is used, this

is still a source routing approach where the full route is

calculated by the sender and attached to the message.

All four algorithms were tested on the same route going

between ground stations in Lillehammer, Norway and Bankok,

Thailand.

VII. EVALUATION OF THE ROUTE ALGORITHMS

This section will present experimental details and results of

the four chosen routing algorithms listed in Section VI.

A. Hot potato

One simple routing algorithm is to simply “throw” the

packet towards the destination. This is accomplished by se-

lecting a link pointing in the best direction. Since the location

of the target and the directly linked neighbors are known, this

is just a matter of computing bearings and comparing angles

between the resulting vectors.

As indicated on the example shown in Figure 3, an efficient

route is selected with a nearly optimum number of hops, but

is also prone to looping and the introduction of a time-to-

live element in the message was needed to remove them from

endless cycles. The packet loss ratio was, therefore, observed

to be higher than the other alternatives.

B. Unweighted Dijkstra

The traditional Dijkstra’s Shortest Path algorithm was ap-

plied to the link collection. Every link was given the same cost,

which optimizes the number of hops only, without regard to

the population number below.

In contrast to the hot potato method, a link is not selected

unless it is a part of the path to the target, so looping does

not occur and potential packet loss is detected during path

calculation. Less resources are thus wasted on packet loss

occurring after several hops.

One resulting path is shown in Figure 4, with the same

number of hops as the hot potato method. The focus on the

number of hops rather than bearing allows this method to

choose other paths still effective, e.g., over the polar regions.

Figure 3. Example result from the hot potato routing algorithm.

Figure 4. Example result from the unweighted Dijkstra’s routing algorithm.

C. Weighted Dijkstra method

The weighted Dijkstra method is similar to the method

applied in Section VII-B, but with link costs applied according

to the population number inside the footprint of the satellite

at the other end of the link. Links with zero population below

were given a minimum cost to avoid ridiculously long routes

over “free” links.

This method demonstrates the routing principle proposed

in this paper; the two former methods are presented as

baseline methods for the estimation of the effect of population-

based routing calculations. Figure 5 shows one example of a

route between Lillehammer and Bankok calculated using this

method. It is clearly shown how the route now avoids the

densely populated areas, but has a higher number of hops.

D. Comparing the three methods

The efficiency of the three aforementioned routing methods

will now be compared. Since the satellite grid is in constant

movement, the calculated cost for any route will change

over time. For this reason, each of the three routes were

calculated repeatedly over 2500 seconds, and the calculated
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Figure 5. Example result from the weighted Dijkstra’s routing algorithm.
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Figure 6. Routing cost for three different routing methods, plotted over time.
The numbers on the y-axis should be regarded as relative, since the population
dataset does not sum up to the actual earth’s population.

costs plotted as shown in Figure 6. The plot offers some

interesting observations:

1) The ratio between highest and lowest cost is no more

than 3.5

2) The cost variations over time are smaller for the hot

potato method than the two methods based on Dijkstra’s

algorithm

3) All three methods show a strong cyclic behaviour with

a period of approximately 350-400 seconds.

This use of Dijkstra’s algorithm is a source routing tech-

nique which allows many aspects to be taken into account

for the routing decisions. Beside regional Internet penetration

etc., policy decisions based on the sender’s preferences on

commercial, security and technical issues may have an impact

on the chosen route.

VIII. A PROPOSED DELAY-TOLERANT ROUTING METHOD

The strong cyclic properties of all the three routing methods

evaluated in Section VII suggest the design of a routing

calculation reserved for delay-tolerant traffic. The average

routing cost can be reduced if we allow the packet to wait

for an opportunity to send when the cost is relatively low. If

TABLE I
RESULTING QUEUING DELAY AND ROUTING COST WHEN DIFFERENT

PERCENTILES ARE USED AS SENDING THRESHOLDS

Percentile Queuing delay (secs) Routing cost (·107)

10 855.92 99.35
20 544.46 105.08
30 91.38 111.11
40 53.79 116.63
50 29.14 119.41
60 12.98 123.83
70 5.78 126.79
80 2.83 127.98
90 0.65 130.05

successful, and acceptable for the communicating service, this

method may even out the communication load of the satellites

and in general improve the resource utilization of the system.

In order to evaluate this method, the routing cost between

the endpoints was sampled every 10 seconds and the different

percentiles of the cost distribution were calculated. Messages

sent from the transport layer are queued until the calculated

routing cost is lower than the required percentile. The average

routing cost and queuing delay are measured and presented in

Table I.

As expected, a lower percentile will cause a longer queuing

delay, which is also apparent in the table. A little more

surprising is the relatively small improvement (25%) gained

through a much longer queuing delay. The results indicate that

this method is not worth the efforts of implementation.

IX. CONCLUSION

Effective routing through a grid of LEO satellites has been

the topic of this paper, where the population density on the

surface below a satellite determines the link cost. The rationale

for doing so was to employ communication resources in idle

satellites flying over inhabited areas of the planet. The ex-

periments conducted on a software based simulation platform

show clearly the effect of route calculations based on these

criteria. Future experiments will combine these experiments

during actual service production to study the effect on their

response times.
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Abstract—A standard Voronoi diagram decomposes a plane 
into cells with a common closest site. This structure is widely 
used in computational geometry in application to the nearest 
neighbor problem. Using Euclidean metric is the most 
straightforward solution, however, in an urban environment, it 
may lead to insufficient accuracy that is crucial in applications 
such as dynamic ride sharing. Deviations in determining the 
nearest meeting point are especially significant under the 
presence of obstacles: water reservoirs, railway tracks, 
highways, industrial zones, as well as hilly terrain. Here, we 
propose a combined approach for a city Voronoi diagram 
construction in a generalized metric space. A transportation 
network is modelled as a weighted graph, so that the route 
consists of a foot-walking part and the shortest path in the 
graph. The presented algorithm constructs a continuous 
Voronoi diagram for a plane using the individual Voronoi cells 
graph as generator objects. Evaluation for the specific city 
topography shows that the described algorithm provides more 
accurate results in comparison with the standard Voronoi 
diagram. 

Keywords- Voronoi diagram; dynamic ride sharing. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Ride sharing applications are aimed at connecting drivers 
and passengers in an optimal way. What this optimal way 
means depends a lot on the specific mobility solution 
philosophy and its target audience. Nevertheless, most of 
isthem face such optimization problem as the nearest 
neighbor search:  identifying the point from a set of points 
which is the closest to a given point according to some 
measure.   The mobility application Instaride [2] developed 
for the spontaneous shared trips is driven by an instant 
matching algorithm. It connects drivers and passengers in 
real time based on the user’s mobile device positioning 
(satellite navigation data, triangulation in mobile network) 
[1]. In order to minimize the driver’s efforts and his route 
detour, the finite set of preselected fixed points is used for 
passengers’ pick-up and drop-off (named meeting points, in 
general). Preselection of the meeting points is determined by 
the environmental conditions and is based on criteria such as 
parking opportunity, presence of pedestrian zones and easily 
recognizable landmarks. Such an approach leads to the 
problem of finding the nearest meeting point for users based 
on their real-time positions.  

The paper structure is the following. The Introduction 
explains the problem’s origin. In Section 2, we describe the 

concept of the presented approach and introduce the terms 
and notation. Sections 3 and 4 describe two parts of the 
algorithm: discrete and continuous. In Section 5, the 
algorithm steps are given in detail. Section 6 presents the 
algorithm efficiency evaluation for the specific city 
topography. Section 7 concludes our work. 

II. VORONOI DIAGRAM IN A GENERALIZED METRIC SPACE 

One of the most effective ways to solve problems related 
to the nearest neighbor search is to use the Voronoi diagram. 
We introduce the following notation here: pL  is a metric 

space with the corresponding function : {0}L L      

that satisfies metric axioms. Then, ( ) { : ( , ) }rS x z x z r   is 

the metric sphere with radius r   and 
( , ) { : ( , ) ( , )}B x y z x z y z    is the bisector of x  and y  

( , , ).x y z L  It splits pL  into the half-spaces 

( , ) { : ( , ) ( , )}D x y z x z y z   and, lying on the other 

bisector side, we have ( , ) { : ( , ) ( , )}D y x z y z x z   .  For 

a given finite set of seeds 1{ ,..., }kS s s L  , the Voronoi 

cell related to is  is expressed as  

( , ) ( , )i i j
i j

VR s S D s s


  

and the Voronoi diagram of :S  

( ) ( , ) ( , )i j
i j

V S VR s S VR s S


  , 

with the horizontal line denoting closure.  
Being the most straightforward solution, a Voronoi 

diagram based on the Euclidean distance provides tolerable 
approximation in the urban environment if the points are 
located quite far apart within the uniform transportation 
network. In other cases, the results are significantly worse: 
for short distances, in areas with irregular topography, under 
the presence of obstacles, or in application to suburbs 
stretched along the roads forming axon-like structures. The 
use of other metric functions may improve the accuracy; 
however, another problem arises: in some cases, the bisector 
dimension may be more than 1 (this is true even for the 
Manhattan distance 1 2 1 2( , ) (| | | |)x y x x y y     ). 

In a number of works, the graph represents the streets 
network. The discrete network Voronoi diagram is then 
constructed while the metric used is the link between nodes 
(e.g. Yomono [5]). However, such models do not allow 
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shortcuts, which are often used by pedestrians to shorten the 
paths. Aichholzer et al. [3] consider a plane with Manhattan 
distance and isothetic transportation network. There are also 
several works that use the generalized concept of Voronoi 
region (needle) proposed by Bae and Chwa [6].  

The approach presented in this work is aimed at being 
applicable for the non-orthogonal street structure with 
curvilinear street segments. At the same time, as the ride 
sharing is spontaneous, we strive to avoid excessive model 
complexity; only walking to/from meeting points is assumed. 
The same diagram is used by the driver and the passenger. In 
addition, being flexible to the possibility of using the 
available network bandwidth data, the model should also 
work with the minimum information of this kind. Thus, we 
believe, the task of developing an optimal method for 
constructing a Voronoi diagram for a similar class of 
problems is to find a balance between complexity, accuracy 
and flexibility in using available data as the latter may vary a 
lot in different regions.  

The main idea of the approach presented below is to 
construct a discrete Voronoi diagram on a graph and then 
transform the obtained cells into the seeds or generator 
objects for the continuous Voronoi diagram on the plane. 
The latter represents the partition of the plane with a 
transportation network into proximity regions for the set of 
the given meeting points. 

III. VORONOI DIAGRAM ON THE GRAPH  

We consider the area of interest as domain 2   
containing the city transportation network, providing fixed 
routes. This network is modelled as a weighted graph 

( , )G V E , where { }iE e  is the set of edges, representing 

roads and streets. { }kV v  are the graph vertices, 
corresponding to the intersections and the deadlocks. Non-
negative edge weights ( )iw e determine some proximity 

measure between the vertices connected by the edge .ie  
Depending on data availability, it can be, for e.g., edge 
length or edge travel time. The latter depends on the 
segment’s capacity, inclination, or traffic. Setting ( , )G i jv v  

in an ordinary way as the length of the shortest path between 

iv  and jv , one can consider 
G

V  as a metric space. Without 

additional constraints, it is true for the undirected graph as  

 
Figure 1. Voronoi diagram graph for three seeds. 

G  always satisfies the symmetry axiom unlike the directed 
graph case. Assuming the only way to move (car-driving or 
foot-walking), we can build a Voronoi diagram graph for 

( , )V G E  with respect to the meeting points 

1{ ,..., }kS s s V   (Figure 1).  
The Voronoi diagram brakes up the set of vertices into 

the direct sum of the Voronoi cells 1 ... kV V V   , 

where ( , ).i iV VR s S  Let ( )i iE s  be a set of edges connecting 

vertices within .iV Then, 1 ... kE E E C    , where C  is 
the set of «border» edges whose vertices belong to the 
different cells. 

IV. PLANAR VORONOI DIAGRAM  

Graph G  can be considered not only as a topological 
structure, but its vertices and edges determine geometrical 
objects: points and lines within . Hence, each edges subset 

mE  determines the lines set 2' .mE   Let us consider 

' { ' }, 1..mE E m k   as seeds for a planar Voronoi diagram 
in   with the Euclidean distance. Such metric function 
choice is based on the following assumption. The motion 
between transportation lines is carried out along a straight 
line in the direction to the nearest network segment. 
Practically, the construction of ( ')V E  is based on the search 
for the metric spheres intersection for each pair 
( ' , ' ).m nE E With the sphere radius variation, the points of 

these intersections form bisectors ( ' , ' )m nB E E  and 

corresponding half-planes ( ' , ' ).m nD E E  Thus, each Voronoi 

cell ( ' , )mVR E E  can be computed as an intersection of all 

half-planes containing 'mE . This process is described in 
detail in the next section.  

V. COMBINED ALGORITHM  

The computational algorithm can be performed with the 
following steps: 
1. The city transportation network representation as a 

graph ( , )G V E  is obtained from the OpenStreetMap 

project geodata [6]. 
2. The set of meeting points 1{ ,..., }kS s s   is added to the 

graph vertices ;V  

3. Construct the Voronoi diagram ( )V G graph. If the graph 

order lets it, brute-force can be used: v V  find the 
distance on the graph ( , )G iv s i   using the Dijkstra 

algorithm. If js  satisfies ( , ) min ( , )G j G i
i

v s v s   then 

( ).jv VR s  Using a more optimal algorithm with the 

trees can improve the computational performance, if 
necessary. 

4. From the constructed Voronoi cells from the previous 
step, mV  we get mE — the subsets of edges that belong 

to the cell. 
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5. Each set mE  is transformed into 'mE   — the set of the 

planar lines with their coordinates. 
6. Construct the Voronoi diagram graph ( ')V E  using 

{ ' }mE as seeds and the Euclidean distance 2 as metric 
functions: 
6.1. ( ' , ' )m nE E in order to find the bisector: 

(0; )

( ' , ' ) ( ' ) ( ' )m n r m r m
r

B E E S E S E
 

   

interpolate points obtained from this formula for a 
finite number of radii 

1 ,k kr r r    min max[ ; ].r r r Here, 
1

min 22 ( ' , ' )m nr E E  and maxr is the minimum 
radius that satisfies the condition 

( ' ) ( ' ) :r m r nS E S E   the spheres intersect 
outside of the domain. In the calculations below, a 
r of 10 meters is used; 

6.2. Determine the corresponding half-plane 
( ' , ' )m nD E E that contains ' ;mE  

6.3. Repeat steps 6.1-6.2 for all .m n The 
intersections of the obtained half-planes form the 
Voronoi cell for the seed 

' :mE ( ' ) ( ' , ' )m m n
m n

VR E B E E


  ; 

7. Making a reverse substitution ' ,m m mE E s  gets 

( , )mVR s S as the cells of the combined continuous 

Voronoi diagram based on 2 and .G  

VI.   EVALUATION 

The accuracy of the two types of Voronoi diagrams was 
compared for the central part of Oldenburg, Germany. 
Without claiming to be a full-fledged test, such comparison 
illustrates the potential prospects of the above-presented 
approach. For a given area with 1 km radius and 15 meeting 
points, we construct the standard Voronoi diagram based on 
the Euclidean Distance (DE) and the combined diagram in a 
way described above (DC) (see Figure 2).  

Comparing the two corresponding types of Voronoi cells 

1C  and 2 ,C  their area-weighted average difference can be 

calculated as: 

1 2
1 2

1 2

( )1
( ( ) ( )) 0.5

( ) ( )

i i
i i

i i
i

S C C
S S C S C

S S C C
    

  


 

 For the considered example, 0.31.S   Also, for 1000 
random locations uniformly distributed within the domain, 
we determine the nearest meeting point in three ways: a) 
from DE; b) from DC; c) by computing the routes to all the 
meeting points with the Openrouteservice engine (ORS) [4] 
and detecting the meeting point corresponding to the 
minimum route length. The results are the following: 

 The nearest meeting points obtained from DE and 
DC are equal - 792 locations. 

 otherwise - 208 locations.  
For latter 208 locations, we determine the nearest meeting 
point with ORS: 

 the meeting points obtained from ORS and DC are 
equal - 165 locations. 

 the meeting points obtained from ORS and DE are 
equal - 41 locations. 

 otherwise – 2 locations. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Voronoi diagram for Oldenburg city centre: a) DE; b) DC. 
 

VII.  CONCLUSION 

There are several steps to be performed next in the 
context of this work. First, a full algorithm evaluation must 
be performed in a large area using a number of different 
criteria. Second, its computational complexity must be 
evaluated and, probably, reduced. Third, the potential of 
using additional bandwidth data must be analyzed. 

Nevertheless, at this stage, one can conclude that, despite 
the number of simplifications, the described algorithm 
provides more accurate results in comparison with a standard 
Voronoi diagram. At the same time, complex topography 
features processing requires further study since they are 
probably the main reason for the remaining imprecision. 
These include multi-level road crossings, tunnels, elongated 
geometric objects and natural obstacles. 
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Abstract— Short-time and short-range device-to-device and 

device-to-service communication in ad-hoc mobile networks is   

a challenge. Although Internet access is widely available, there 

are places that are not covered by wireless IP networks, or IP 

networks are not suitable for ad-hoc short-time and short-

range communication with spatial context. In this work, devic-

es communicate in a connectionless and ad-hoc way by Blue-

tooth broadcast messaging available in any smartphone and in 

most embedded computers. Bi-directional connectionless 

communication is established via parallel advertisement and 

scanning modes by exchanging data tuples. The communica-

tion is performed via a tuple space service on each node. Tuple 

space access is performed by simple event-based agents. Mo-

bile devices can act as tuple carriers that can carry tuples be-

tween different locations. Additionally, UDP-based Intranet 

communication can be used to access tuple spaces on a larger 

spatial range. The Bluetooth Low Energy Tuple Space (BeeTS) 

service enables opportunistic, ad-hoc and loosely coupled de-

vice communication with a spatial context. 

Keywords- Distributed Data Processing; Tuple Spaces; 

Sensor Networks; Internet of Things; Multi-agent Systems. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Ubiquitous and pervasive computing introduces a big 
amount of visible and non-visible low-resource and mobile 
devices with an exponentially increasing number of deployed 
embedded systems. Commonly used authenticated and user-
centred communication is not always suitable anymore. Most 
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices and smart sensors are still 
connected via the Internet using IP communication and that 
are accessed by a server that collects sensor information pe-
riodically or event-based. Although Internet access is widely 
available, there are places that are not covered and WLAN 
and mobile cell communication requires a descent amount of 
power not always available. Additionally, the residential 
time of mobile devices can be below one minute, not suitable 
for ad-hoc connection-based and negotiated communication. 
Finally, the spatial context (the environment in which the 
sensor or devices are situated) is not considered (or lost) by 
Internet connectivity. Social contact tracing and social inter-
action commonly takes place only in a small spatial area. In 
this work, smart devices communicate in a connectionless 
and ad-hoc way by using low-energy Bluetooth available in 
any Smartphone and in most embedded computers, e.g., the 
Raspberry PI devices. Bi-directional connectionless commu-
nication is established via the advertisement and scanning 
modes. The communication nodes can exchange small data 

or functional tuples using a tuple space service. Mobile de-
vices act as tuple carriers that can carry tuples between dif-
ferent locations. Additionally, UDP-based Intranet commu-
nication can be used to connect tuple spaces. 

Tuple spaces are widely used for data storage for multi-
processing in distributed and parallel systems. The Bluetooth 
Low Energy Tuple Space (BeeTS) service is a lazy distribut-
ed tuple space server and client. BeeTS uses Bluetooth and 
UDP broadcasting for tuple space interaction and tuple ex-
change. BeeTS supports tuples with an arity up to 4. A tuple 
space provides a spatial context, i.e., tuple space access (by 
mobile devices) is limited to nearby devices. Distributed 
tuple spaces can be connected by node routers using IP 
communication if available. The router composes global 
space sets by tuple exchange and replication. The router is 
customised by function code rules. These rules can be 
changed at run-time and the code can use Machine Learning 
algorithms to optimally distribute tuples. 

The novelty of this work is two-fold. Firstly, a ubiquitous 
radio broadcast medium is used for low-distance communi-
cation in ad-hoc mobile networks combined with a unified 
tuple space paradigm. Secondly, the tuple space communica-
tion is performed by simple reactive event-based agents pro-
grammed in JavaScript that can be sent to a node via the tu-
ple space operations, too. A proof-of-concept use-case fea-
turing smart interactive building control is presented. Beside 
the communication technology, basic security aspects are 
addressed, too. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Originally, Bluetooth was introduced as a short-range 
wireless communication technology used for linking periph-
erals (like ear phones) to smartphones. Mid-range and con-
nectionless Bluetooth communication is used in several 
crowd sensing and crowd interaction use-cases, e.g., used for 
attendance tracking [1] and most prominently for pandemic 
contact tracing [2]-[4]. These use-cases basically perform 
unidirectional producer-consumer communication using ad-
vertisement packet broadcasts. In this work, asynchronous 
bi-directional communication between nodes of a set that are 
within the receiving range is addressed. 

In [5], multi-hop networks are established with Bluetooth 
Low Energy (BLE) using a new multi-hop Generic Attribute 
Profile (GATT) layer service and connection-based node 
group connections (a group is a set of nodes within a specific 
spatial diameter). A connection protocol starting with adver-
tisement, negotiation (requiring authorisation credentials), 
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and final set-up of a bi-directional communication channel is 
time consuming and can require up to one second. 

Connection-based channel communication is mostly not 
suitable to transfer small amounts of data, especially, from 
mobile devices with high spatial fluctuation. Instead, the 
advertisement mode is attractive to transfer small amount of 
data via broadcasting. Small sensor nodes and economy ad-
vertisement tracking use this kind of communication. Cur-
rent deployment of smartphones for social contact tracing 
relies mostly on this method, too. But transferring data pay-
load via advertisement packets has some drawback, mostly 
the issue of a low reception probability, discussed [6]. If the 
number of devices sending advertisement packets in the re-
ceiving range of a device increases, the probability p¹ to re-
ceive at least one advertisement packet from a sequence of 
identical packets decreases significantly. But nonetheless, [6] 
concluded that BLE broadcasting is still suitable in most 
situations.  

The generative tuple space paradigm is well suited for 
ad-hoc mobile networks [7], especially if this paradigm is 
coupled with the agent paradigm [8]. The concept of fusion 
of mobile devices with a set of heterogeneous sensors 
providing a sensor service that can be accessed via the Inter-
net was introduced by [9]. 

III. FORMALISATION OF DISTRIBUTED TUPLE SPACES 

A tuple space is basically a data base containing tuples. A 
tuple is a poly-typed ordered set of data values. The number 
of data values specifies the arity of the tuple, i.e., 
tu=〈v1,v2,..,vk〉, |tu|=k. Each tuple space TS can be divided 
into independent sub-spaces TS= ts1 ∪ ts2 ∪ .. ∪ tsn, with tsi 
holding only tuples of arity i. The data type of each element 
of a tuple can be arbitrary, i.e., any scalar value (float, inte-
ger, Boolean), or composed values, i.e., arrays or structures. 
In this work, the data elements are limited to scalar values, 
more specifically, float32, int16, and short strings (or data 
bytes). 

Tuple space communication is generative, i.e., the life-
time of a tuple can be longer than the lifetime (or presence) 
of the producer process. There are producer and consumer 
processes. A producer process uses the out(〈tuple〉) operation 
to store a tuple in the space. The consumer process uses the 
input operation inp(〈pattern〉) to remove a tuple. A tuple is 
found by pattern matching. A pattern is a tuple with actual 
and formal parameters (wild cards). Any matching tuple is 
returned. The input operation destroys the tuple atomically, 
i.e., one input request consumes at most one tuple. In distrib-
uted asynchronous systems, this is difficult and expensive to 
be achieved. There is a read operation rd(〈pattern〉) that re-
turns only a copy of the matching tuple. Tuples can be delet-
ed by using the remove operation rm(〈tuple|pattern〉). Tuples 
can have an unlimited lifetime, but practically the lifetime is 
limited either by the tuple space service (removing old tu-
ples) or by the out operation providing a lifetime t, i.e., 
tu(t)=〈v1,v2,..,vk,t〉, |tu|=k. The determination of the tuple life-
time is difficult in advance and depends on the application 
and the producer-consumer interaction time scale, but upper 
boundaries can be defined. 

The read and input operations are typically synchronous, 
i.e., as long as there is no matching tuple, the requesting pro-
cess is blocked. This operational semantic requires in dis-
tributed systems reliable and synchronous bi-directional 
communication that is not available in this work. For this 
reason, the read operation is just a request that can be ful-
filled within a time interval [t0, t1], or not (time-out). 

IV. UNRELIABLE BROADCAST COMMUNICATION 

It is assumed that there is a broadcast medium B, e.g., us-
ing radio waves, which can reach a number of nodes 
NB={ni}i=1

k defining a receive area/range coverage C(B,N)(t) 
that changes with time t. B can send broadcast messages m to 
all listening nodes reachable by B. The set of nodes within B 
can vary on time and spatial scale. Furthermore, it is as-
sumed that there is a probability pi(m,ri,j,[t0,t1]) ∈ [0,1] that a 
message m is received by a node i sent by node j in distance r 
within a time interval [t0,t1]. These two assumptions are fun-
damental for the proposed distributed tuple spaces. 

It is assumed that single packets that can be sent over B 
are strictly limited by a small number of bits, e.g., 200-300 
Bits. This requires a compact and optimized message format, 
discussed in the next sub-section. 

Messages 
There are seven different message types: 

• OUT operation stores a tuple in all tuple spaces receiving 
this message; 

• RD and INP operations that request tuples from all re-
ceiving tuple spaces; 

• TEST operation checks for the existence of a tuple or set 
of tuples; 

• TUPLE is either an initial message sending this tuple to 
all receiving nodes without storing the tuple in the re-
spective tuple space, or a reply to a tuple request; 

• IAMHERE and WHERE messages are used for node 
search. 
The message format is rather simple and contains a head-

er and the tuple data payload. A sequence number stored in 
the header is required to detect the reception of multiple cop-
ies of the same message, a prerequisite for deployment of the 
Bluetooth device back-end that sends a message multiple 
times, explained in Sec. 4.2. The signature byte specifies the 
following tuple data pay-load. Depending on the back-end 
communication device and the supported packet format, the 
number of pay-load bytes can be very small. The signature 
field specifies the type of each tuple element with a tuple 
limit of four elements. For Bluetooth advertisement packag-
es, there is NBLE=32, for the UDP back-end it is at most 
NUDP≥512. The message header and the data payload are 
encoded in an BLE advertisement packet using one device 
local name attribute (ASCII85 encoded) and seven 16 Bit 
service UUID attribute fields. The header and payload are 
stored in a linear format using UDP messaging,  

In contrast to typical tuple space services, the tuple op-
erations are not atomic here. They can be executed at any 
given time point t in the near future or never, and the set of 
reachable tuple spaces that execute the request is not bound 
and can be zero. There is no assumption that neither a mes-
sage arrives at a specific node nor that the request is pro-
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cessed successfully. There are filter rules processed by 
agents that can prevent tuple operation execution, too. That 
means, the INP operation is only a suggestion to all receiving 
tuple spaces to remove a matching tuple. All operations pose 
a probabilistic behaviour, i.e., there is a probability ≥ 0 that a 
message is processed. The encoding of tuples is done auto-
matically. Before a tuple is encoded and packed, a signature 
is derived; numbers are classified either in integer 16 Bit or 
float 32 Bit values depending on the actual value.  

 

Bluetooth LE Back-end 
Bluetooth is a standard radio communication technology 

connecting master with slave devices (peripherals) over short 
distances in the range of 10-300 cm. The data exchange is 
performed over negotiated connections. A connection is ne-
gotiated using the advertisement and scanning mode of Blue-
tooth devices. A peripheral device advertises its service by 
sending out a short advertise message with preliminary in-
formation about the devices. A Bluetooth host (master) de-
vice, typically a smartphone, will receive these advertise-
ment messages if it is in scanning mode. One limiting factor 
of communication by mobile devices is power consumption, 
which is addressed by BLE devices that can adapt to various 
communication situations with different power levels. De-
vices can access remote tuple spaces of nearby neighbouring 
nodes (typical in the range of 1-10m) by using BLE broad-
casting (called ble-ts). 

A device in advertisement mode will send out periodical-
ly advertisement messages that contain a small payload de-
pending on the advertisement message class, shown in Fig. 
1. In this work, the payload is limited to 32 Bytes. There are 
40 RF channels in BLE, each separated by 2 MHz (centre-to-
centre). Three of these channels are called the primary adver-
tising channels (labelled 37, 38, and 39), while the remaining 
37 channels are called the secondary advertisement channels 
(they are also the ones used for data transfer during a con-
nection) [10]. The primary channels are switched randomly 
in periods. On the other hand, the scanning device has to 
switch the (primary) receiving channels randomly, too. There 
is a probability p that an advertisement packet is received if 
both the scanner and the advertiser are switched on the same 
channel and if there is no other sending within the receiving 
range creating collision (invalidation of the message). 

The bandwidth and latency is limited by the advertise-
ment time tad=te-ts. The maximal number of independent 
messages that can be sent per second is 1/tadv. Assuming a 
channel switching time of tsw ≈ 100ms (a typical default val-
ue), a switching dead time tde ≈ 2ms, then tad ≥ 3tsw, and typi-
cally tadv=500ms. The likelihood p(Nr ≥ 1) that a receiver b 
receives a message from a (i.e., at least one advertisement 
packet was received) depends on the distance ra,b, the send 
power Pt, the antenna gains Gt and Gr, the channel switching 
times Tsw of a and b, the receiver and sender dead times tde , 
the total active advertisement time tad, and the packet send 
frequency 1/tsn. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Principle BLE-based broadcast communication using 

advertisement packets. The sender and receiver switch their radio channels 

randomly and periodically. A packet m containing a tuple space request is 

sent multiple times in t ∈ [ts,te].  

UDP Back-end 
In addition to the BLE broadcast communication, nodes 

that are connected to a local IP network can exchange tuple 
requests via UDP broadcast messages (called udp-ts). Alt-
hough UDP messaging is not reliable and there is no 
acknowledgement of a packet delivery, the transmission 
probability for wired and switched connections is nearly 1 
and mostly independent of the underlying network and the 
network load. In contrast, the BLE-based communication has 
a transmission probability of about 0.1-0.5 with a strong rela-
tionship to the radio communication load in the near neigh-
bourhood of the stations. Wireless communication is differ-
ent. Initially, the UDP back-end sends a message only one 
time. Therefore, a much higher bandwidth and lower latency 
can be achieved. However, experiments showed that some 
WLAN access points do not broadcast a received broadcast 
packet again to all connected client nodes. In dead, wireless 
UDP broadcasting is transformed in radio peer-to-peer multi-
casting. The probability p of a wireless connected device to 
receive UDP broadcast messages sent by other wireless con-
nected nodes can be below 0.3. Therefore, and optionally, 
the sending of UDP broadcast packets can be repeated like in 
the BLE back-end. The delta time is chosen randomly within 
a time interval [1,10] ms. Nodes connected in a wired way 
via LAN do not show this packet dropping. All nodes con-
nected in a wired way to the WLAN access points receive all 
radio broadcasted UDP messages. 

V. SECURITY 

On one hand, strong security in a non-negotiated and 
connectionless broadcast medium with message packet sizes 
below 64 Bytes is nearly impossible. On the other hand, this 
communication architecture and software framework should 
be deployed in public buildings and city environments con-
trolling critical infrastructure, e.g., controlling ambient light 
intensity by user demands and user mobility. Any device can 
send tuple requests without any prior authorisation or authen-
tication (smartphones do this continuously). Today, billions 
of people using pandemic contact tracing Apps are exactly 
doing this and are filling the air with broadcast advertisement 
messages (although, not all contact tracing applications rely 
on this methodology). So, the reception of broadcast mes-
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sages cannot be prevented, and the major layer of security 
must be handled by the filter agents. Any time a message 
arrives from a sender there is a unique MAC identifier that is 
annotated to each message. One approach is a list of author-
ised devices that are handled in groups by different agents. 
But the MAC identifiers must be transferred to all devices in 
the group in advance, which is not suitable for mobile ad-hoc 
networks.  

A second approach uses symmetric two-way encryption 
with a private and a public key pair. The messages are en-
crypted using the private key (only known by trusted devices 
and users) and decrypted in the receiving device. But, due to 
the hard data size constraints, only Format-Preserving En-
cryption (FPE) can be applied. Security and encryption is not 
addressed in this work. BeeTS implement a simple FPE al-
gorithm that is able to encrypt and decrypt short data mes-
sages without compromising communication bandwidth or 
latency. The FPE algorithms can use any alphabet domain 
capable to encrypt both ASCII and binary data. It uses the 
aes-256-cbc algorithm. The encryption and decryption each 
require only about 0.05 μs/Byte on a typical desktop com-
puter. Each tuple space can be protected with its own protec-
tion key and processing encrypted messages. An encryptor 
can be created on the fly (and used by agents, too). The en-
cryptor is integrated in the BLE and UDP rpc modules be-
fore sending and after receiving a raw message. The encryp-
tion maps each data byte to an encrypted data byte inde-
pendently using look-up tables. This kind of encryption is 
fast with low computational overhead, but is not safe against 
brute-force attacks. The mapping tables are created by using 
a user defined secret key. 

VI. BEETS 

A. Heterogeneous Networks 
The principal network architecture combining Bluetooth 

and UDP-IP broadcast communication technologies is shown 
in Fig. 2. Tuple messages can either be sent via Bluetooth 
advertisement (based on [6]) or via single UDP packets with-
in a local IP network. BeeTS is programmed entirely in Ja-
vaScript [11] and can be executed by node.js with a blue-
tooth socket modules for BLE access, the noble module for 
the central BLE part, and bleno for the peripheral part [12]. 
Note that BeeTS uses the peripheral and central (master) 
mode simultaneously (advertising and scanning), requiring a 
Bluetooth device with version ≥ 4.0. BeeTS is basically a 
small library module written in JavaScript. 

Smartphones act as mobile devices and provide both a 
rich set of sensors and BLE connectivity. Each communica-
tion back-end can receive tuple requests. If there is a listener 
installed for tuples (with pattern matching), incoming tuples 
(TUPLE message) can be consumed by the listener or not. 
Otherwise, incoming tuples are stored in the local tuple 
space.  

There are agents acting as a bridge between the commu-
nication back-end and the tuple space. They can filter incom-
ing messages and decide to reply immediately, to access the 
tuple space, or to discard the message. Agents are functional 
code that listen to incoming tuple requests. There can be 

more than one agent. Communication between agents is es-
tablished via the tuple space, too. 

A broadcast message sending via BLE enables the adver-
tisement mode of the device for a specific time interval [ts,te]. 
The duration of the time interval Δt determines the receiving 
probability, the collision probability (if more than one station 
is sending), the number of advertisement packets that contain 
the message m, and the number of different messages that 
can be sent per second. The interval time Δt must at least 3 × 
tsw, with tsw as the average channel switching time of the 
sender (and receiver). It is assumed that the sender and the 
receiver have the same switching time, typically 100μs. It is 
important to note that channel switching introduces small 
dead time intervals (about 1-10ms). A suitable value for Δt is 
about 500ms. 

Each physical communication interface (BLE/UDP) is at-
tached to its own tuple space, i.e., there are two distributed 
space sets connected via BLE and UDP, respectively. This 
division is grounded in the spatial context of tuple spaces. 
Using BLE communication only nearby nodes can insert or 
remove tuples, whereas UDP communication enables tuple 
exchange over short and large distances, too. Tuple exchange 
between BLE and UDP tuple spaces is provided by a cus-
tomisable router, shown in Fig. 2. Application-specific rout-
ing rules (functional code) provide transfers based on pat-
terns and content of tuples. The rule set is dynamic and can 
be changed at run-time. The router extends the visibility and 
scope of tuples based on adaptive code. The code can use 
Machine Learning, e.g., reinforcement learning, to improve 
tuple space distribution. The routers connect local spaces and 
compose organised global spaces. 

 

 

Figure 2.  The hybrid network architecture using BLE and UDP-IP 
broadcast communication; n: stationary node, b: Stationary beacon, m: 

Mobile node, TS: Tuple space, R: Rule-based router  

B. Programming API 
Each time a message is received, it is passed to the Re-

mote Procedure Call (RPC) layer. Among the message data, 
the sender MAC ID, a time stamp, and the signal strength is 
added to the message. The programming API is rather sim-
ple. A tuple space is created for each communication back-
end. For each device back-end there is the same set of opera-
tions that can be applied on the tuple space: out (persistent), 
notify (not persistent), rd (preserving), inp (destructive). All 
these operations create broadcast messages. To access the 
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local tuple space directly, there is a mirror operational set 
accessed by the host attribute.  

 

VII. AGENTS 

The BeeTS framework basically provides a communica-
tion platform using radio communication like Bluetooth or 
WLAN. The communication bandwidth of various devices 
can be significantly limited (e.g., in the case of Bluetooth 
advertisement mode that can be 2 messages/second only). 
One main feature of BeeTS nodes is the capability to execute 
event-based reactive agents programmed in JavaScript that 
perform, e.g., filtering of incoming tuple space requests, 
shown in Fig. 3. Agents can act as a bridge between different 
local tuple spaces, i.e., between ble-ts and udp-ts. 

An agent is functional data consisting of private body 
variables (including functional values) and event handlers 
that are activated by incoming messages, sensors (if the host 
platform provides them), periodically, or only one time. An 
event handler rule consists of an event expression that acti-
vates the rule and the hander function that is called on activa-
tion. An event rule activation expression can select three 
different event classes (ts, sensor, timer) with an optional 
conditional expression. Conditional expressions can access 
event source variables (actual sensor value, previous sensor 
value, tuple elements, time). Tuple listeners can consume 
tuples depending on the return value of the handler function. 
Not consumed tuples are stores in the local tuple space (if 
delivered by an out operation). 

 

 

Figure 3.  Agents create a bridge between tuple spaces with multiple 

communication devices (Red: Message event agent, Blue: Timer agent, 

Green: Router agent).  

Agent event handler functions are application specific 
and can be loaded remotely at run-time via a service API 
using active tuples. Agents can access the tuple spaces and 
communication interfaces programmatically as well as send-
ing HTTP(S) requests to external services. The operations 
that have to wait for a reply always operate asynchronously 
with a callback function either called on a reply or on a 
timeout with empty data. As discussed in the next section, 
the tuple messages that can be sent via BLE have a strict size 
limit below 40 Bytes. Additionally, only a few independent 
tuple messages can be sent per second (typically 2/s). This 
requires progressive and tight scheduling of tuple messaging. 
This is a typical constraint solving problem that is performed 
by the multi-agent system, too. The agents have to satisfy the 

quality of service, e.g., a distributed human-interactive light 
managements in buildings (shown in the use-case section). 

Agents are executed in sand-boxed containers. Since Ja-
vaScript objects and function can be serialised to text and 
deserialised at any time agent snapshots containing actual 
agent data can be sent with active tuples to other nodes, i.e., 
tuples that contain code. Typically, encryption is used to 
secure agent migration. 

VIII.  DISTRIBUTED SMART BUILDING CONTROL 

This use-case deploys three different node classes im-
plementing a distributed building light control system: 

• Stationary beacons (Raspberry 3) equipped with BLE and 
WLAN connectivity and supporting ble- and udp-
connected tuple spaces in both test and production de-
ployment; 

• Mobile devices (battery powered RP Zero stacked with a 
smartphone for testing, stand-alone smartphone in pro-
duction systems) supporting ble- and udp-connected tu-
ple spaces in test and ble-connected tuple spaces only in 
production environments; 

• A central monitoring and light control service supporting 
UDP-connected tuple spaces. 
The network architecture and experimental set-up is 

shown in Fig. 4. Each node deploys at least one event-based 
agent that implements necessary node operations like inter-
action with mobile devices or users, and tuple filtering and 
bridging. Beacons consume and aggregate mainly sensor 
data from mobile (sensorised) devices like smartphones and 
forward micro-surveys from the central server to mobile de-
vices. But beacons can initiate and manage micro-surveys, 
too. To minimise the number of sent tuples via the BLE de-
vice, the mobile nodes monitor the user behaviour by analys-
ing the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors. Updates of 
light sensor tuples are only sent if either the light conditions 
changes or the mobile device was moved in space. For rapid 
prototyping, smartphones are using generic Web browser 
loading an application page from the locally attached Rasp-
berry PI zero bundled with the smartphone. All sensor data is 
sent to the embedded computer that executes the mobile ap-
plication logic and that performed the BLE communication. 

 

 

Figure 4.  Experimental Set-up; s: Central server, b: beacon (Raspberry PI 
3), m: Mobile device; Central server and beacons communicate via WLAN 

or LAN. 

Mobile devices use their light sensor in conjunction with 
accelerometer and gyroscope sensors to estimate the ambient 
light conditions and the user mobility by classifying the user 
activity in rest, smartphone use, and movement phases.  
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The measured light sensor data is processed by a sensor 
agent that tries to estimate if the smartphone is currently ex-
posed to external light or if it is stored in a box. If external 
light is detected, sensor light tuples 〈"SENSOR", 
"LIGHT", value, time〉 are sent via BLE. Nearby 

beacons distributed in the building about every 10-20m (and 
one per room/floor) collect these tuples and send aggregated 
sensor light values to the central server via UDP-connected 
tuple spaces. 

Among sensor tuples, there are micro-survey tuples that 
are sent from a beacon (initially delivered by the central 
server via the UDP tuple space) to mobile devices. If a de-
vice supports HMI (e.g., a smartphone), a short question is 
posted to a chat dialogue platform embedded either. The user 
can answer the question and the answer is passed back to the 
beacon (or any other beacon due to movement). The beacons 
collect the micro-survey replies and forward them to the cen-
tral server.  

 

 

Figure 5.  (Left) Communication and service layer s (Right) Tuple flows.  

The loss of tuple messages either due to out-of-
reachability of beacons, or by collision, or by uncorrelated 
sender-receiver channel pairing, does not compromise the 
quality-of-service of the light control in the single rooms and 
floors. In average, 80% of the sent tuples were received and 
processed by the beacons. Mobile devices sent about 1 tuple 
message per second with an average minimal radio range 
availability of about 10 seconds (due to movement of the 
users, if any).  

Using the light sensors, the mobility assessment using the 
accelerometer and gyroscope sensors of the mobile devices, 
and the performed micro-surveys providing user feed-back 
(satisfaction assessment), the illumination conditions could 
be optimised with respect to the user demands and energy 
consumption of about 30% without negative user feed-back 
and dissatisfaction.  

For the evaluation of the loss rate of BLE tuple space 
communication, a partial set-up was chosen with four bea-
cons at four different spatial positions and four mobile de-
vices here all at the same position. The results of the meas-
ured average reception rate R (loss is 100-R) show an aver-
age loss of 10% that can be achieved within a radius of about 
2m, 30% in 5m radius. Some nodes can communicate over 
larger distances up to 10m. The tuple message sending time 
interval has no significant impact on the loss rate within time 
interval [500s, 2000s] and with this (small) set-up. When the 
number of nodes within the radio range will be increased, the 
loss rate will increase, too. Broadcasting from LAN to 

WLAN did not work reliable (loss up to 50%), and even 
unicast UDP communication was not reliable via WLAN. 
This is a limitation of WLAN communication, although like 
BLE it is a broadcast medium, all device-AP communication 
is established as a peer-to-peer connection. A server has to 
simulate broadcasting by sending N:1 unicast messages. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

In this work, distributed tuple spaces were used to ex-
change data between devices providing a spatial context. 
Smart devices access the tuple spaces by tuple message 
communication using event-based agents. The communica-
tion is connectionless and ad-hoc by BLE broadcasting 
available in any Smartphone and in most embedded comput-
ers. Bi-directional connectionless communication is estab-
lished via the advertisement and scanning modes by transfer-
ring encoded tuple messages. BeeTS enables opportunistic, 
ad-hoc and loosely coupled device communication with a 
spatial context. Multiple independent tuple spaces can be 
serviced on one network node. A use-case study showed the 
suitability of the broadcast communication for distributed ad-
hoc networks preserving a spatial context lacking in other 
approaches. The spatially averaged loss rate was below 20%. 
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Abstract—Data is the driving force in the current world of
digitalization for efficient decision making. Data availability plays
a key role in almost every research field for improving data
understanding and knowledge acquisition. There are many ways
in which data can be made available to end users. In some
cases, the user may be required to pay for using the data:
similarly, there are some other data resources available as open
source. In the case of sensitive data such as business related,
personal and bio-physical data, there are certain challenges
in making these kind of data publicly available. This paper
addresses exclusively how an open data portal enables users to
freely access bio-physical data that is developed as part of the
SmartHelm research project. The open data portal SmartHelm
Behavioral Data Repository constitutes of two key components: (1)
a data management platform that organizes and structures the
raw data into a well defined structural form and (2) a RestAPI
server that has the functionality of providing the data in the
desired format to the end user. The first prototypical version of
the data portal constitutes of data obtained from experiments
conducted in the project. These data sources are ElectroEn-
cephaloGraphy (EEG), eye tracking and geographical location/
Global Positioning System (GPS) data. The main advantage of
this data repository is that it facilitates the users to access all
kinds of data without any special limitations such as user account,
subscriptions etc. This bio-physical and mobility data will not
only help other researchers working in this field, but also it will
help municipalities to improve the bicycling infrastructure at the
certain junctions in the city where the cargo bike logistic rider
experiences more stress.

Index Terms—bio-physical-data, EEG, Eye Tracking, data
repository, behavioural data, bicycle data, mobility data, open
data.

I. INTRODUCTION

New bio-physical data may have a positive influence on
different aspects of life. One topic that is often discussed is
livability and sustainability of future cities [1] [2] . Knowledge
about distraction factors in mobility applications could con-
tribute to increase traffic safety and to adjust infrastructures
to the demands of real users. A central problem here is
that related data sets are often not available or at least not
openly available on the Internet. In addition, the combina-
tion of behavioral data and mobility data is hard to find.
One reason is that the behavioral data that is discussed in
this contribution (EEG, Eye Tracking) is often gathered as
part of scientific works under laboratory conditions. Another
factor is that available mobility related data is often not
openly available, but remains inside organizations because of

data privacy or security concerns. To find a solution to this
problem, the University of Oldenburg has developed a new
data repository related to behavioral data. This includes an
open data component to enable a complete open accessibility
to the data sets, a visualization component to display the
results in the form of geographic maps and Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) to make different data sets comparable. In
this contribution, we focus on the aspect of the data portal.
The development and the working steps of the implementation
of the data management system (back-end) and the website
(front-end) will be described in detail. The development and
calculation of KPIs will be discussed in further publications.
This contribution consists of the following individual sections.
Section II is a survey of existing literature in the research
field we are discussing in this contribution. It provides an
overview about existing platforms related to behavioral data
to identify the research gap. As we will see, existing solu-
tions are not totally open, which means that the user has
to register to get access to the data sources. Registration
and reading user instructions takes time and could decrease
user satisfaction. Existing website solutions do not seem to
be very intuitive. It takes time to learn about functionalities
and opportunities of the portals. In addition, mobility data
in combination with behavioural data is not available so far.
Mobility related distraction data could be a useful contribution
to support practical and scientific applications. Section III
gives an overview about the implementation of the behavioural
data management system of the SmartHelm [23] research
project. This includes the working steps of data integration,
data processing, data visualization and publication. Section
IV describes the functions and services of the behavioral
data repository in detail. Section V are summarizing the
preliminary results of the data management and data analysis
in the SmartHelm project. The state of the art which is
presented in the literature review section is compared with
the functionalities of the behavioral data repository in Section
VI. Section VII summarizes the results of the article and gives
an outlook to the future development.

II. RELATED WORK

This next section describes the results of the literature
survey carried out on the current state of the art of relevant
platforms that provide human behavioural data. [3] lists out
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different online based platforms for sharing and analyzing
behavioural data. It describes in total 20 online platforms
including data sharing, data visualization, offline or online
analysis, and community cooperation. Among them, a few
data repositories are short-listed in our work depending upon
the type of data availability and relevance. Here, the factors
considered for short-listing are if the type of data in the portals
is bio-physical, sensory, mobility data and also the mode of
accessibility of the data to the general public.

The ElectroEncephaloGraphy (EEG) / Event-Related poten-
tials (ERP) based portal EEGbase [25] described in [4] - [6]
is built as an open source web based data platform to store
both raw and meta bio-physical data. This portal combines
Semantic Web architectures such as Resource Description
Framework (RDF) and Ontology Web Language (OWL) with
common data structures. The developing methodology is based
on the standalone relational data models. Although the main
aim of the EEGbase portal is to provide open-source EEG/ERP
data, users need to register and to create an account in order
to access the data sources. This drawback is considered in
our current SmartHelm Behavioural data repository, where
end-users may directly access the data sources without any
limitations. Another data platform referenced in our work
is Neurobot [25] which is discussed in [7]. Neurobot is a
web-based platform to publish neuroscience data for research
and is developed in focus with Study data managers, Re-
searchers, and Platform administrators. This platform does
not only store and share the data, but also allows other
researchers to upload data-sets and to contribute for further
research. The key features of Neurobot [7] are data dictionary,
user management, saved search, data query tool and API
access. These additional features enhance the organization
and increase the searching ability of the platform. Similar
to EEGbase, the platform is not easily accessible because it
requires an user account. Contributions [8] - [10] describe
about the language independent object model Neuroscience
Electrophysiology Objects (Neo). The model Neo [26] pro-
vides common representation of data acquired from elec-
troencephalographic, intracellular or extracellular experimental
recordings, or those that were generated from simulations.
Unlike the platforms described in the previous papers, Neo is
a standlone package developed as an open source software in
Python programming language. The main functionality of Neo
is to read and write different formats of electrophysiological
data into a common representation, which would enhance
interoperability and facilitate data-sharing. Although Neo is
not exclusively a web or software based platform for data
sharing, it indirectly acts as an open source component for
building electrophysiological data sharing platforms. Another
innovative EEG data sharing platform is IEEG-Portal [27] . It
is a cloud based collaborative research platform developed for
sharing, analyzing and visualizing data. [11] - [14] illustrate
the methodology and technology behind the IEEG portal. One
of the most significant features of IEEG portal is that it stores
numerous large sized EEG data-sets based upon google web
toolkit and Amazon S3 service. Due to the cloud feature, this

Fig. 1. Four layers architecture representing the data flow and their corre-
sponding significance

platform facilitates the storage of data in terms of Terabytes.
A disadvantage is mainly that the data privacy issue is not
well explained. As the data is stored in the cloud, additional
security and privacy measures need to be followed in order not
to have any kind of data breach. Another drawback is that users
need to have an individual account to access the data. Finally,
the last paper in the literature review section is [15]. [15] it
introduces an ontology based application Ontology of Heart
Electrophysiology (OHE) portal for study of heart related
biomedical activities. This ontology based tool provides a web
based application for analyzing and to visualizing using the
data acquired from heart electrophysiology data. This tool is
an advancement in the bio-medicine sector as this type of
ontology portals usually are not publicly available.

III. METHODOLOGY

The principle methodology to develop the SmartHelm open
source based data portal is illustrated in this section. It explains
the related data pipeline or data flow from data collection
and processing to visualizing the results in various forms.
Fig 1 shows the architecture behind the developed platform.
In this section, each layer is explained in a separate paragraph.

In Fig 1, at the bottom is the source layer, where all
relevant data sources are gathered and stored in the raw
form in a project-owned storage server at the University
of Oldenburg. The bio-physical data of the participants is
critical from both ethical and legal perspectives and needs to
be handled carefully. Due to data privacy, this database is not
supposed to be stored in an external cloud server. Therefore,
in the source layer, an open-source based simple storage
solution (S3) client MinIO is deployed on the storage server
to store the raw data on S3-based object storage. This MinIO
client serves as a Data Lake to store the raw data. In principle,
core data contains EEG sensors, eye-tracking, speech input
commands, Global Positioning Systems (GPS) signals, and
distraction marker data streams acquired from a group of
subjects. Additional external mobility data sources for the
data analysis are also integrated in the system depending
upon the requirement. These include weather data [28], open
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street map and open bicycle data [29], historical accident data
from the city of Oldenburg which details the various types of
accidents happening at different crossings, road-sections and
narrow bicycle lines in Oldenburg. This open bicycle data is
part of an open data portal which contains a comprehensive
set of bicycle data such as bicycle counting, parking and near
accident data. The data warehouse and the related website
were developed as part of a student project Bicycle Data.
On top of the source layer is the second layer known as an
integration layer, which is further described in the following
section.

The Integration-layer serves the purpose of aggregating
all the heterogeneous data sources and storing the data in
a data management system. The process of aggregation of
the data sources is implemented in a number of steps, as
described in the following. The primary step is pre-processing
the raw data sources of the source layer. Individual data
sources are pre-processed to view type, format, variation and
important features lying among the different data sources.
The output from the pre-processing step is selecting the
detailed information individually from all the available data
sources. The next step is designing the schema for the
data management system. For conception of the schema, a
detailed state-of-the-art study was carried out. Among these
are the methods for data warehousing design [16], recent
trends in the conceptual schema design [17], and Extraction
Transformation Loading (ETL) methodologies & [18] and [19]
are considered as reference design architectures. Therefore,
as a benchmark from the reference methodologies, in this
second step, a schema design is developed by considering
the time as the central dimensional parameter in the data
warehouse. Based on the central design parameter described
in the previous step, the third step transformation script is
developed according to the reference ETL methodologies
[18] [19]. The transformation step constitutes each form of
the heterogeneous data according to the schema structure.
The pre-processed data sources are transformed depending on
the steps in a data pipeline. That means that each and every
heterogeneous data source is extracted from the Data Lake
and then transformed separately to fit into the schema. After
the transformation is completed, each data source is uploaded
to fit the individual tables in the schema. Therefore, the last
step in the integration layer is to automate the above three
steps in the loop to populate the data warehouse with all the
available new data sources and to store the data that would
be acquired in future experiments (in real traffic situation).

The data analysis layer can also be called the knowledge
layer. From the variety of data stored in the data warehouse,
different types of analysis can be performed such as attention
modelling with EEG data, detection of Area of Interest (AOI)
of the rider using the eye-tracking data and speech recognition
system modelling. This layer serves the purpose of analysing
the structured data stored in the Data Warehouse depending
upon the goals of the research. Among these, some of the

important methods are application of Machine Learning
algorithms, implementation of Cross Industry Standard
Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) [20], predictive
analysis, and query based data analysis techniques. In the
current paper, two types of analysis are illustrated. The first is
the theoretical evaluation made on the feedback obtained after
conducting interviews with experts and delivery professionals
in cargo bike logistics and the second is analysing the
data obtained from the experiments described above. As
soon as attention related data from real traffic situations
is available in a later stage of the SmartHelm project, the
corresponding analysis with new Global Positioning Systems
(GPS) routes will be carried out and published as a part of
further publications.

The top most layer in the data flow is called the visualization
layer. The results from our first visualizations are presented in
Section 5. In general, this stage in the data flow and the graphi-
cal representation supports the understanding of the results and
information obtained from the data analysis. The visualization
layer, illustrated in Fig 2, consists of two functionalities a)
publishing the raw data on an open data platform (i.e Data as
a Service DaaS [21] [22]) and b) presentation of the results in
various graphical forms on a dashboard. The implementation
includes the development of a portal to download the raw data
of the experiments and a dashboard for the visualization of the
analysis results as part of the Bicycle Data website that was
described earlier. To connect the data from the data warehouse
to the respective visualization platform a Rest API service is
developed.

IV. FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS OF THE DATA
REPOSITORY

The next section describes the implementation and func-
tional components developed based on the methodology de-
scribed in the previous section. It focuses on the individual
aspects of the portal i.e what kind of data will be made
available on the portal, then how the portal design looks like
and finally explaining in detail what are the functionalities it
provides to the users.

A. Overview of the available data in the Repository

ElectroEncephaloGraphy − data : As mentioned
in the previous section, the repository mainly consists
of bio-physical data. Among these, the first data type is
ElectroEncephaloGraphy (EEG) data which is acquired from
a set of participants as part of scientific studies. In principle,
raw EEG data consists of brain signal values obtained from
7 electrodes in the form of impedance. The frequency of
the impedance values is 250 Hz and the data is filtered in
terms of the participant, data and session acquired. Beside
impedance values from 7 electrodes, other parameters such
as timestamps, session and location of experiment and
participant related information are included in the raw data.
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Eyetracking − data : The second type of the bio-
physical data as part of the repository is eye tracking data.
It consists of eye gaze values obtained from an Augmented
Reality Glass (Microsoft HoloLens 2). In total, there are six
eye gaze values calculated in x, y and z directions from the
origin and the current position respectively. These eye-gaze
values measure the 3 dimensional distance from the object to
the participant viewing position, which further facilitates in
estimation of the point of vision of the participant during the
course of the experiment. In comparison with the EEG data,
the frequency of data recording for eye-tracking data is less
(around 30 Hz).

Location− data : During the experiment, the Global
Positioning Systems (GPS) coordinates of the participant are
logged while riding a bike using an open-source application
known as OwnTracks [30]. The OwnTracks application logs
the location information with various position based measure-
ments namely altitude, latitude, longitude coordinates, speed
of the rider, radius around the region, and including relevant
metadata information. Here, the measurement frequency of
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) data is significantly lower
than the above two data types, with a rough estimate is
5Hz frequency. This location information along with other
behavioral data is also made available on the open data
platform for the end-user to download. In principle, location
data enables the scope of mobility point of view on the data,
which means behavioural data can be integrated and analyzed
on the basis of location data.

Additional− data− sources : In addition to the above
mentioned data sources, some another potentially relevant
data sources are also prepared to be integrated in the data
management platform. These are primarily mobility data such
traffic volume data collected from various streets in the city
of Oldenburg, which consists of counting information on the
number of different types of transport vehicles crossing a
particular traffic junction on an hourly basis. In addition to
that, other types of behavioral data such as speech events,
user interaction events and attention hot-spots data will also
be integrated in the database.

B. Smarthelm API for data integration

In the methodology, integration layer describes the building
of the data warehouse through integrating all the available
data sources. The main functional component developed to
access the data in the data warehouse is the API which is
required to connect the data warehouse and the visualization
component where the end-users have access to download and
view the results. The API is developed based on the RestAPI
technology using an open source Python web framework
known as FastAPI. In contrast to other API framework
technologies, one of the main advantages of FastAPI is the
generation of automatic API docs depending upon the design
of the download platform. The SmartHelm API doc shown
in Fig 2 illustrates different kinds of accessible data parts

Fig. 2. An example from SmartAPI doc showing some of the available
endpoints provided by the API where each endpoint serves the purpose of
integrating the platform directly from the back-end

represented as end-points. Here, each end-point indicates
one data element which can be accessed to pull the specific
data queried by the end-user. The SmartHelm API doc
Interface(Fig 2) in general provides the information about
all kinds of data elements that are available for integration.
The key functional utility of SmartHelm-API underlies in
linking the API for other external projects and can be used
as an open source service to integrate the behavioural data
repository with the back-end. For example, if an external
project has the requirement of accessing only the EEG data,
the API facilitates a gateway to pull the specific EEG data.
This end-points format can be obtained from the API doc.
Fig 2 clearly shows a sample end-point on how to obtain the
EEG data for a time interval.

C. SmartHelm Data platform User Interface

The key concept behind the SmartHelm Data Platform User
Interface (UI) is providing intuitive user experience throughout
the portal. Fig 3 and Fig 4 illustrate a quick insight into the
data portal. The design is made using a simplistic approach
with a wider range focus and more intuitive for the general
public. Along with the research community, other stakeholders
such as politicians, municipality officials, city traffic planners,
and the general public can easily understand what kinds of
data are openly available to access and their functionality.
In addition, the other driving force for developing the open
source data platform is to enable data availability in the form
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Fig. 3. This full size image from the front-end of SmartHelm Behavioural
data Repository presents a complete overview of the portal which shows the
description text and below is the data selection menu along with various
functionality buttons.

Fig. 4. The Fig 4 displays functionality of various buttons below the selection
menu such as generate link on the top and preview of the selected data to
download.

of Data as a Service (DaaS). The UI design in Fig 3 reflects
the sole purpose of the platform and the steps taken to ensure
the goal of providing Data as a Service to the end-user. In
the following, the content and usage of the UI are described
in detail. The header menu explains briefly to the end-user
which different types of data sources are currently available
for download. After the header menu, a quick ’how-to’ steps
menu is integrated to make it more intuitive for the end-user
to understand the various steps involved from the selection of
the data until downloading the data in the desired data. Below
’how-to’ steps menu is the data downloading section. In this
section, different types of drop-down boxes are available for
the user different categories such as type of data, selection of
date interval, type of the data format to be downloaded and
so on.

V. CHALLENGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT

The next section describes the different findings during the
development of the open source platform which constitutes a
blend of data collected from sensors and mobility systems.

The previous sections described technical difficulties for the
implementation. Various challenges regarding data privacy and
security problems have to be addressed before the technical
implementation of the above represented high-level system
architecture can take place. In this section, all the necessary
aspects related to ethical and legal issues are described, which
are taken into consideration before modelling the system. Ethi-
cal and legal issues play an vital role in the SmartHelm project.
Permanent surveillance of the participants during experiments
is not the intention of the project and needs to be avoided
to increase the acceptability of the riders in the future. There
is no kind of real-time data transfer during the experiments
which guarantees that misuse by the intermediate user of the
gathered bio-physical data (EEG, Eye-Tracking, etc.) can be
ruled out. In the methodology section, we explained how
the raw data is stored in the grass root level using the S3-
storage(Data-Lake) technique, but before that step the data
transfer from data collection to landing into our Data Lake
is also a challenging step. Here, certain measures are evident
for a secure data transfer between the two components. To
safeguard this critical problem, dedicated user policies are
created on the Data Lake server to facilitate the data collection
supervisors to upload the data directly on the S3-storage-
server, which bridges the data transfer gap without any external
channel. Here, the policies are confined in such a way that the
users who are uploading the data into the server have minimal
access to the server, which means they do not have rights
to delete or edit the existing data, but only upload new data
sets. The next challenging factor specifically about the data
is time synchronization between different data streams. As
explained, the data is heterogeneous data and obtained from
different sensors and mobile applications. There does not exist
by default by an synchronization in time-steps for all kinds of
data-streams. Maintaining an uniformity is a crucial factor for
further processing.

VI. ADVANTAGES IN COMPARISON WITH OTHER PORTALS

First and foremost, the main advantage of SmartHelm
behavioural data repository is the unique characteristics in
comparison with the other bio-physical data platforms. From
the Section 2 through literature study, it is evident that
compatibility, end-user serviceability and degree of simplicity
of the older bio-physical data platforms are considerably
behind in some key aspects than the SmartHelm data portal.
In this context, primarily comes user accessibility to the
platform in SmartHelm data repository. All external visitors
do not essentially require any kind of user-agreement before
downloading the data as well as a separate user account is not
needed to be registered on the portal. These is one among the
two key entities which differentiate the SmartHelm download
portal from other human bio-physical data portals. In addition,
a few other components which enhance the portals’ wider
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scope of application are as follows. First comes the degree of
intuitiveness for the user, which is explained in the previous
section. Unlike other portals, the required information for the
end-user is served without any heterogeneity. The next factor
would be the user-acceptance, which means, to increase the
user acceptance, the portal is designed in such a way that the
end user has the complete control to be served by themselves
by interacting with the portal. For example, the advantage of
choosing the specific time interval in order to access the data
represents the kind of options that increase the probability
of user-acceptance. To achieve this, depending upon on the
requirement, a user survey will also be conducted and the
feedback will be considered to enhance the usability of the
portal. The third additional factor would be the preview of
the data before download. Although it is not a standalone
functionality or a modern plugin, this kind of functionality is
not found in other portals and it facilitates the user to obtain
an overview of the data.

VII. CONCLUSION

The availability of mobility data integrated with behavioural
data is a rare combination and very few research works acquire
this kind of data. In addition, accessing such kind of sensible
data through an open source medium would be more versatile.
The SmartHelm behavioral data repository introduced in this
work scientifically illustrated an open source platform con-
sisting of an unique combination of mobility and bio-physical
data. The problem statement i.e., the research gap described
in the introduction section is that there exist few platforms
which provide bio-physical data to the public, but still there are
certain demerits which are clearly explained and the alternative
solution is provided with the data portal developed in this
work. The behavioural and mobility data integrated will be
made accessible to the general public through the SmartHelm
data portal as well as the mCLOUD / Mobilithek portal, which
is provided by the German Ministry of Transport and Digital
Infrastructure (BMDV). Moreover, some other benefits include
the fact that city infrastructure planning of municipalities can
be supported by these data sets during the improvement of
road infrastructures or bike lanes. In the context to the cargo
bike riders, data-driven decision-making probably increases
work efficiency. Therefore, as an end-note to brief the further
steps in the project, a visualization service is well planned in
order to present the data analysis results in various graphical,
visual forms such as heat-maps, digital city map, etc., which
fulfills the main goal of the project to assist cargo bike riders
by reducing the mental and visual stress in everyday parcel
delivery. From a wide range perspective, this open accessible
data to the public and publishing the results obtained from
the overall project will, in return, encourage other major cities
and municipalities in Germany to switch cargo bike logistics,
which would become one of the major contributions to green
logistics.
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